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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Seasons Challenge
The Challenge is to complete one of the suggested activities each term. To complete the challenge you need to send in some sort of visual record of the
4 activities that you have done. Maybe a series of photographs, a collage, a scrapbook page, or a blog? Once we receive this, you can claim and buy your
special Season’s Challenge badge for your section (see below).
Brownies: If you are doing the Seasons Badge, you can choose 2 clauses from that to fulfil the challenge for 2 of the seasons.
Take a look at the Rustle, Bustle & Squeak resource, and its accompanying booklet “More Rustle , Bustle & Squeak” – you will be able to find some of these
ideas in there and work towards a caterpillar part at the same time.
Please send your visual record of the activities completed for the Seasons Challenge to Pat Heynes – Seasons Challenge, Girlguiding South West
England, St Ann’s Manor, 6-8 St Ann Street, Salisbury SP1 2DN or by email to patheynes@btinternet.com
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Spring – March, April and May
During spring nature literarily blooms with life. Flowers and trees start to awaken from their
winter slumber and begin to bud. Some early flowers such as crocuses and snowdrops
can’t wait any longer and unfurl their delicate petals. These are swiftly followed
by Easter daffodils and woodlands carpeted with glorious bluebells.
The animal kingdom also starts to buzz with spring’s energy. Those animals
that have hibernated throughout the cold winter months, such as
hedgehogs, wipe the sleep from their eyes, yawn and enjoy a long
spring morning stretch.
Birds that migrated during the autumn so as to spend winter in a
warmer climate, like swallows, also make the long journey back
to the UK in the spring. However, they have to hit the ground
running when they arrive back here, as they must find a mate, build
a nest and start a family of their own. Spring is certainly nature’s most
hectic season.

Activity

Journey Stick

A journey stick involves tying objects and colours to a stick that represents different experiences,
feelings or parts of the journey.
On your chosen walk note down colours that you see, pick up interesting objects that you can tie onto the
stick (don’t forget to find the stick itself if possible) and listen to the sounds that you hear.
Use coloured wool and thread to tie onto the stick at intervals to show where in the walk you saw or heard
things – add on the natural objects that you collected.
You can use the stick to tell someone else about your experience.

Activity

Texture Trail

How many textures can you find?
• Soggy decomposing leaves • Lacy skeletons of leaves • Silky flower petals
• Rough lichen and furry moss • Tickly grasses • Scratchy bark • Twigs that snap
• Prickly pine needles • Sticky buds

Activity

Nest building

Can you build a nest? – it needs to be out of the wind, above the ground, and deep enough to hold several
eggs. Use cones, or stones as eggs.
Try just using one hand – a bird only has one beak, after all. Or two of you could hold hands and use
one hand each.
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Summer – June, July and August
Hazy, lazy summer days – not for nature! This is the season that everything in the natural
world reaches maturity. Crops ripen for harvesting; trees transmit a symphony of
bird chatter, as they house many nests; and pollinating plants buzz with insects
feeding on their nectar.
The babies of the natural world also begin to find their feet - baby birds test
out their wings and fledge the nest, after all some species have a lengthy
autumn migration ahead; and young mammals tentatively start to fend
for themselves, gradually leaving mum and dad and learning how to
find food and survive in the natural world.

Activity

Measuring Trees

Find a tree that you want to measure and face away from it.
Look back between your legs and move forward or backward until you can see the top of the tree.
Count how many paces to the tree trunk – that is how tall the tree is ...
Find out which type is the tallest tree in your area.

Activity

Nature Sundial

Find a tall straight stick, decorate it if you like.
On a sunny day go outside at 9 or 10 o’clock and find a bright sunny patch on the ground. Push your
stick into the ground and look for where the shadow of the stick falls. Place a cone, twig or stone midway
along the shadow.
Set a timer so that you know to come back in an hour and place another object in the same way.
Do this every hour whilst the sun shines. Your objects are likely to end up in a line rather than a semi
circle because shadows change their length during the day.

Activity

Mini Beast Hunt

Find the mini beast listed below
look at www.naturedetectives.org.uk/download/hunt_minibeasts.htm for pictures to download.
• Wasp • Aphid • Dragonfly • Snail • Moth • Stag Beetle • Butterfly • Caterpillar • Ladybird
• Earthworm • Shield Bug • Spider • Bee • Woodlouse

Summer
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Autumn – September, October and November
Crunch, crackle, snap! The sound of autumn leaves, deadwood, conkers and acorns underfoot.
Autumn turns the natural landscape to rust with it’s pallet of earthy tones – shades
of orange, red, mauve and fawn. As temperatures start to drop a little, animals
(including humans) get the urge to snuggle-up in the warm – a mug of hot
chocolate in hand (well, maybe not for the hedgehogs). Thoughts of
hibernation start to make dormice yawn and squirrels frantically gather
nuts to ensure their larders are fully stocked before winter. Autumn is all
about preparation for winter’s cold snap.
Those birds that prefer warmer climates make their long journeys to
more tropical places. Did you know that swallows travel through
western France, across the Pyrenees, down eastern Spain into
Morocco, and across the Sahara to reach their winter home in South
Africa – that’s a staggering 5903 miles.

Activity

Autumn flowers

Collect fallen leaves of different colours - create an autumn flower by laying them in a pattern on the
ground – don’t forget that if you turn them over you may find a different shade or colour.
You could also lay them in a line to create a woodland snake - between trees and over logs – you could
leaf stitch them together by overlapping the leaves at the end and pinning them together using either a
thin twig, or a leaf stalk.

Activity

Leaf crowns

Make a crown by pinning together leaves as described above.
Alternatively prepare your crown at home by cutting a strip of card, long enough to go around your head
and staple or tape the card to the right size.
Add a strip of double sided tape around the crown, and take your crown out with you, adding leaves to the
double sided sticky tape for decoration as you find them.

Activity

Scavenger Hunt

Can you find:
• 2 different type of winged seed • An acorn in its cup • A shiny conker
• A pine cone (Thick woody scales) • A fir cone ( thinner more flexible scales)
• 10 leaves each with a different autumn colour or shade • A fallen twig covered with moss or lichen
• A leaf with teeth • A lobed leaf ( like an oak leaf) • A Star shaped leaf

Autumn
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Winter – December, January and February
Brrrrr – it’s cold outside now that winter has cast her cloak of frost and ice across the land. Nights grow
longer and food for animals is much scarcer in the natural world. You can really help
garden birds by making sure that your bird feeders are topped up with nuts,
seeds and fat balls – all are a great source of energy during the cold. It’s also
vital that you provide water, as lots of water sources freeze during the winter,
making it hard to find.
Hedgehogs, bats, dormice, butterflies, amphibians and reptiles all
hibernate in winter. They tuck into a huge feast before they bed
down, gathering as much energy as possible from food to sustain
them through their long snooze – right the way through to
spring, and so the cycle of natures seasons begins again.

Activity

A Weather Diary

Keep a weather diary for a week – record:
sun/rain/temperature/wind/cloud
Write your prediction for the next day’s weather and note if it is right.

Activity

Build a Den

Build a den for yourself, or a small one for a toy.
See the Woodland Trust website.
www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/mediafile/100096041/nature-detectives-den-building-tips.pdf for den
building ideas.

Activity

A Christmas/Winter Scavenge Hunt
Can you find:

• A stick shaped like Rudolph’s antlers • Something soft and fluffy like Santa’s beard • Mistletoe
• A fallen tree trunk • Pine needles and pine cones • Holly leaf • Ivy leaves • a leaf skeleton
• Something orange like Rudolph’s carrot • An animal print

Winter
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Girlguiding South West England,
St Ann’s Manor, 6-8 St Ann St,
Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP1 2DN
01722 329306
swehq@ggswe.org.uk
www.girlguidingsouthwest.org.uk

South West Regional Office,
4th Floor (North Block),
Broadwalk House, Southernhay West,
Exeter, EX1 1TS
O1392 432691
www.rspb.org.uk

